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A Toolkit for Civil Society Organizations (CSOs)

About the Toolkit  
This toolkit provides knowledge and resources for civil society to effectively engage with the 
government and democratic institutions on pressing policy issues in Pakistan. As a crucial element 
of a democratic society, civil society can play a key role to safeguard public interests and engage in 
public policy discourse. 

The toolkit also lays out information about civil society actors in Pakistan and their possible role in 
strengthening democracy as well as ways in which civil society can engage with key public policy 
players to influence public policy discourse.  Readers are also provided with information on steps 
involved in advocacy planning and a toolbox of strategies that they can adopt to strengthen civic actions. 

The toolkit was developed keeping in mind international best practices. The localised methods and 
strategies explained here can be used by civil society organisations and civic movements to introduce 
policy, legislative and institutional reforms with a view to sustain democracy, improve human rights 
protection and achieve an enabling environment for themselves to operate independently.  

Contributors  
This toolkit was written by Muhammad Rafique, Senior Human Rights and Advocacy Expert, Democracy 
Reporting International (DRI), Pakistan and Shaheera Syed, Programme Officer, Democracy Reporting 
International (DRI), Pakistan with technical inputs by Irfan Mufti, Deputy Director South Asia Partnership 
Pakistan.  
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Introduction 01
Civil Society 

Civil Society 
Actors 

What Role 
Civil Society 
Actors Play4  

Civil Society broadly refers to “the arena – outside of the family, the state, and the 
market – which is created by individual and collective actions, organisations and 
institutions to advance shared interests”.1 

A vibrant civil society is crucial for a democratic society, allowing citizens to discuss, 
pursue and protect their varied interests by engaging with the government.2   

In Pakistan, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are usually referred to as 
‘civil society’, however civil society is encompassing and includes private voluntary 
organisations, peoples’ movements, community-based organisations, trade unions, 
charities, social and sports clubs, cooperatives, environmental groups, professional 
associations, consumer organisations and faith-based organisations.3 Some of these 
are also often referred to as Civil Society Organisations (CSOs).

In order to increase practical knowledge on public participation tools and methods, the 
UN Human Rights Council and the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights (OHCHR) have published Guidelines on effectively implementing the right to 
participate in public affairs. The Guidelines provide practical recommendations to both 
states and civil society, outline the basic principles and emphasise the need to provide 
a safe, conducive environment for people to participate freely.

Civil Society Actors can promote awareness of rights, assist communities in articulating 
concerns, shape strategies, influence policy and laws, and press for accountability. 
They collect and channel views of communities so that decision-making on public 
policies can be informed meaningfully. Civil society actors also fulfil services for those 
who are at risk and vulnerable on multiple fronts. Civil society actors can be active to 
resolve societal issues, some of which include:

• Combatting poverty, corruption, inequality, and discrimination;

• Responding to humanitarian crises and provision of other social services; 

• Promoting/advocating for the rule of law, accountability, transparency, social 
justice and people’s rights and freedoms;

• Protecting the environment;  

• Empowering vulnerable societies including women, minorities, youth, etc.;  

• Promoting corporate social responsibility; 

• Supporting crime prevention and human trafficking.  

The history of Government and NGOs/CSOs collaboration for social development and 
human resource management goes back to the creation of Pakistan and is an interesting 
case study of collaboration, partnership and competing objectives. However, besides 
policy fluctuations the NGO-Government relationship took a positive position in several 

1     Clelia Mitidieri, Eleanor Hobhouse, Mandeep Tiwana, Michael Rubin, Roberto Wohlgemuth, Compendium of 
International Legal Instruments and Other Inter-Governmental Commitments Concerning Core Civil Society Rights, 
Civicus, 2014 < Compendium_International_Legal Instruments_Et_Al_2014.pdf >
2    Palwesha Yusaf, Connie Nagiah, Deborah Walter, Guide to Reporting on Civic Space - Media Toolkit, Civicus, 2015 
<https://www.civicus.org/index.php/media-resources/resources/toolkits/2746-guide-to-reporting-civic-space> 
3    Ibid
4    A Practical Guide for Civil Society: Civil Society Space and the United National Human Rights System, c2014  
< https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/AboutUs/CivilSociety/CS_space_UNHRSystem_Guide.pdf> 7
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social development sectors including education, health, agriculture, water-sanitation, 
social safety and poverty eradication. There are several successful models, which can be 
cited as good examples. For instance, the Rural Support Programs (RSPs), Orangi Pilot 
Project (OPP) and its subsidiaries are amongst outstanding examples of professionally 
managed development programs being run by NGOs today. The Aga Khan Rural Support 
Program (AKRSP) was the frontrunner among rural support programs and its success 
led to the replication of its community participation model in other support programs. 
All the rural support programs are in some way patterned on the AKRSP approach. 
A successful collaboration between the Government of Pakistan, donors and NGOs 
was laid, in large measure, by AKRSP through its successful demonstration of the 
manner in which community-based village organizations were encouraged to facilitate 
the task of development in Northern Pakistan. This approach was then used by the 
Balochistan Rural Support Program (BRSP) in Balochistan province, the Sarhad Rural 
Support Corporation (SRSC) in KPK, the Sindh Rural Support Program (SRSP) in the 
province of Sindh, and the National Rural Support Program (NRSP) at the national level.

Civil society was at the core of the development of the Sustainable Development 
Goals and should be at the centre of implementation, follow-up and the review 
processes. In particular, Goal 16 seeks to promote peaceful and inclusive societies 
by, inter alia, developing effective, accountable and transparent institutions at all 
levels; ensuring responsive, inclusive, participatory and representative decision-
making; and ensuring public access to information and protecting fundamental 
freedoms. Goal 16 is also an enabler of all other SDGs. 

Source: United Nations Guidance Note: Protection and Promotion of Civic Space, 
September 2020) 

Civic Space Civic space is a set of conditions that allows civil society and individuals to organise, 
participate and communicate freely and without discrimination, and in doing so, 
influence the political and social structures around them.5  

A healthy and open civic space implies that citizens, as individuals or as organised 
groups, can influence the political or social structures around them.6  A robust and 
open civic space serves as a cornerstone for accountable, responsive democratic 
governance, stable societies and is critical to economic growth.7 It is important to 
note that, in some cases, civic space is used by “conservative civil society actors” 
to defy democratic values.8   

5        Julia Keutgen, Addressing the global emergency of shrinking civic space and how to reclaim it: a programming guide, Westminster 
Foundation for Democracy (WFD), 2020 < https://www.wfd.org/2021/03/02/shrinking-civil-space/>
6        A Practical Guide for Civil Society: Civil Society Space and the United National Human Rights System, c2014 
< https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/AboutUs/CivilSociety/CS_space_UNHRSystem_Guide.pdf>
7        Julia Keutgen, Addressing the global emergency of shrinking civic space and how to reclaim it: a programming guide, Westminster 
Foundation for Democracy (WFD), 2020 < https://www.wfd.org/2021/03/02/shrinking-civil-space/>
8        Ibid  8
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Civic Space 
and Civil 

Society 

States allow civil society actors to operate under the frameworks and systems created 
in compliance with the respective country’s relevant domestic and international 
obligations. Ideally, this means that states will recognise, respect and protect people’s 
right to freedom of association, freedom of expression and freedom of peaceful 
assembly.10 These fundamental freedoms are guaranteed under the Constitution of 
Pakistan’s Articles 16, 17 and 1911 as well as charted in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 
and International Covenant on Economic, Social and Political Rights (ICESCR) to 
which Pakistan is a state party.12 In addition, The UN Human Rights Council (HRC) has 
adopted several resolutions of particular importance for civil society, such as freedom 
of expression, freedom of association and peaceful assembly, intimidation and reprisals, 
and human rights defenders. In 2013 and 2014, the UNHRC adopted resolutions 27/31, 
and 24/21 on civil society space, acknowledging the “crucial importance of the active 
involvement of civil society, at all levels, in processes of governance and in promoting 
good governance, including through transparency and accountability, at all levels, 
which is indispensable for building peaceful, prosperous and democratic societies.13”     

9        Protection and promotion of civic spaces, United Nations Guidance Note, 2020 <https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/CivicSpace/UN_Guidance_Note.pdf>
10        Ibid 4
11        The Constitution of Pakistan, 1973, Government of Pakistan <http://www.na.gov.pk/uploads/documents/1333523681_951.pdf>
12        United Nations Human Rights Treaty Bodies, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) <https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/
TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=131&Lang=EN>
13        Resolutions and decisions on the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders, Office of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights (OHCHR) <https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/srhrdefenders/pages/resolutions.aspx>

Figure: 
Open civic space will result in a variety of better outcomes9

OPEN CIVIC SPACE RESULTS

Freedom of 
expression, 
association, 

assembly

Right to 
participate

Security of those 
who speak up

• Variety of voices
• Options tailored to needs
• Candid feedback

• Better responses
• Stronger buy-in

• More sustainable peace
• Better development outcomes
• More resilient societies 

9
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“Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to promote and to 
strive for the protection and realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
at the national and international levels.” 

 (Article 1, emphasis added):

Conditions for 
Civil Society 

to Operate 
Freely 

States are required to create conditions – economic, social, political, cultural, and legal 
– that actively support the ability and capacity of persons, individually or in association 
with others, to engage in civic activities. Human rights principles which frame the 
relationship between public authorities and civil society actors are participation, non-
discrimination, dignity and transparency and accountability.14 

14        A Practical Guide for Civil Society: Civil Society Space and the United National Human Rights System, c2014 
< https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/AboutUs/CivilSociety/CS_space_UNHRSystem_Guide.pdf>

Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society 
to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms, (General Assembly Resolution 53/144), commonly referred to as the 
Declaration on Human Rights Defenders.

Conditions Description 

Conducive 
political 
and public 
environment

A political and public environment which values and encourages 
civic contribution. In practice, institutions and public officials 
are responsive to civil society actors in their regular interaction.

Supportive 
regulatory 
framework

Legislation, administrative rules, and practice are in line with 
international standards and safeguard civil society activities. 
Access to justice for civil society actors, independent and 
effective national human rights institutions, and access to 
international human rights mechanisms are all integral to this 
framework. Sound laws and policies are vital but will remain 
ineffectual if not properly implemented.

Free flow of 
information

Free access to ideas, data, reports, initiatives, and decisions 
to enable Civil Society Actors to become aware and informed 
about issues, articulate concerns, engage constructively, and 
contribute to solutions.

Long-term 
support and 
resources

Measures to build capacity for marginalized voices, and ensure 
access to resources, meeting places, and technology to all Civil 
Society Actors.

Shared 
spaces for 
dialogue and 
collaboration

Ensure a place for civil society in decision-making processes.

10
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A democratic state cannot be stable unless it is effective and legitimate, with the 
respect and support of its citizens. Civil society is a check, a monitor, but also a vital 
partner in the quest for this kind of positive relationship between the democratic 
state and its citizens.

Challenges 
Faced by  

Civil Society 

Owing to the nature of their work where civil society is often responsible for calling 
attention to injustices, challenges or shortcomings of the government, it is susceptible 
to restrictions at local, national, and global level and often through governments. This 
may involve preventing, minimising, halting, or altogether reversing the impact of 
the civil society’s legitimate activities.15  The tactics governments adopt may include 
imposing legal limitations on the civil society’s freedom and independence, applying 
arbitrary laws to restrict space for them or taking extra-legal measures to prevent 
civil society actors from working freely.16 If restrictions are imposed on fundamental 
freedoms such as freedom of association, assembly, and expression, it makes civil 
society unable to impact public policy discourse.  

Acceptance and inclusion of citizenship and civil society as an agent of social change, 
democratic development, social justice, and sustainable development is crucial. It 
requires states to recognise and respect people’s freedoms of expression, association 
and peaceful assembly and their right to participate in public affairs.17 However civil 
society too has obligations which require it to respect the law, people’s rights, exercise 
pluralism, retain independence and to not seek political power while engaging with 
political stakeholders.18

By virtue of its nature, a vibrant civil society can greatly facilitate the process of 
democratic consolidation in Pakistan. For instance, i) civil society represents a diversity 
of issues, interests, and groups and hence, is in a position to offer solutions for a 
multitude of problems; ii) civil society is more flexible than the government  and can 
take swift actions to create an impact; iii) civil society has  potential to be innovative due 
to its structures (often small with multi-skilled staff), nature of their work (education, 
research), and largely autonomous nature which allows them to explore new ideas 
and respond to new situations.19

Civil Society’s 
Role in 

Strengthening 
Democracy

Citizenship and civil society, in a modern world, are the key elements of democracy. 
They serve as key source to expand knowledge and improve policy formulation and 
are able impact democratic development. The state has a responsibility towards its 
citizenry but more often than not, it cannot fulfil this role without the assistance of other 
elements like the civil society in the country. Being cognizant of the limitations of the 
financial resources, the state must recognize the importance of accepting inputs and 
support from the civil society. Meanwhile, a conciliatory and constructive approach 
by civil society incentivises collaborations between both parties. 

15       Ibid 
16       A Practical Guide for Civil Society: Civil Society Space and the United National Human Rights System, c2014 

< https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/AboutUs/CivilSociety/CS_space_UNHRSystem_Guide.pdf>
17        Dr Gabriel Murillo Castaño, Citizenship and Civil Society as Key Elements for Democratic Strengthening: A New Approach to 
Regional Cooperation between the European Union and Latin America, International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 
2010 < https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/chapters/the-role-of-the-european-union-in-democracy-building/eu-
democracy-building-discussion-paper-3.pdf>
18        What civil society can do to develop democracy, Standford University, 2004 < https://diamond-democracy.stanford.edu/speaking/
speeches/what-civil-society-can-do-develop-democracy>
19        Civil Society in the Promotion and Strengthening of Democracy in the Americas: A Vision for the Future, Canadian Foundation for 
the Americas, 2006 < https://pdba.georgetown.edu/Misc/Groups/Conference_Report_English.pdf> 11
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Civil Society’s Engagement in Democratization Process of Indonesia

Indonesia is relatively a young democracy, however in recent years, the government 
of Indonesia has made significant progress in expanding the space for citizen’s 
participation, particularly at sub-national levels. Yet many public officials are still 
ambivalent about the political role of CSOs and activist citizens in general. However, 
civil society activism has contributed substantially to increasing participation 
and transparency as well as building the legal and institutional infrastructure for 
democracy in Indonesia. From 2005 to 2009, Indonesian civil society has substantially 
increased its engagement with local politics, introduced innovative methods and 
increased frequency of information sharing with public officials. Examples shows 
that the Indonesian civic society ensured civic engagement in the operations of 
local government processes as well as in budget planning to ensure government’s 
responsiveness to citizen’s needs.  

Source: 20    

These strengths do not mean that civil society is free of problems. There are instances 
where it employed non-democratic practices, was captured by outside interests, 
corruption, or had privileged access to resources and influence. To counter these 
shortcomings, civil society is required to maintain high standards and incorporate 
democratic principles of transparency, accountability, pluralism, justice, and collaboration 
into their own work.21

Keeping in check the strengths and weaknesses of civil society’s contribution towards 
democratic consolidation in Pakistan, the following examples are carefully curated to 
amplify their efforts to do so:22

20        Dr. Suprayoga Hadi , Evolution and Challenges of Civil Society Organizations in Promoting Democratization in Indonesia, Republic of Indonesia Ministry of 
Disadvantaged Region, 2014   <https://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/Event/MNA/yemen_cso/english/Yemen_CSO_conf_Pres_Indonesia_ENG.pdf>       
21        Civil Society in the Promotion and Strengthening of Democracy in the Americas: A Vision for the Future, Canadian Foundation for the Americas, 2006 < https://
pdba.georgetown.edu/Misc/Groups/Conference_Report_English.pdf> 
22        Dr Gabriel Murillo Castaño, Citizenship and Civil Society as Key Elements for Democratic Strengthening: A New Approach to Regional Cooperation between 
the European Union and Latin America, International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2010 < https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/
chapters/the-role-of-the-european-union-in-democracy-building/eu-democracy-building-discussion-paper-3.pdf> and What civil society can do to develop 
democracy, Standford University, 2004 < https://diamond-democracy.stanford.edu/speaking/speeches/what-civil-society-can-do-develop-democracy>

Area of Focus Description of Actions 

Undertake 
Analysis and 
develop policy 
options 

Undertake thorough analysis and develop well-articulated and 
feasible policy and program ideas.

Monitor and 
follow-up on 
national and 
international 
commitments

As independent organizations, CSOs have a critical role to play 
in monitoring and following up on governments’ domestic and 
international commitments. A necessary activity in ensuring 
accountability, these commitments provide a baseline against 
which to measure progress in key areas (i.e., human rights, 
corruption, democratic governance), while monitoring ensures 
that appropriate public policies are being implemented and 
adhered to.

12
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Promote 
diversity and 
solidarity by 
neutralising 
old forms of 
identities

Democracy cannot be stable if people only associate with others 
of the same religion or identity.  When people of different religions 
and ethnic identities come together based on their common 
interests as women, artists, doctors, students, workers, farmers, 
lawyers, human rights activists, environmentalists, and so on, 
civic life becomes richer, more complex, and more tolerant.

Promote 
democratic 
values and 
political 
participation  

Civil society can do this by educating people about their rights 
and obligations as democratic citizens and encouraging them to 
listen to election campaigns and vote in elections. Civil society 
can also help to develop programs for democratic and civic 
education in the schools.

Monitor power 
structures and 
make efforts 
to create a 
balance and 
promote 
transparency 

If a country is emerging from dictatorship, it needs to find ways 
to check, monitor and restrain the power of political leaders 
and state officials. Civil society can raise public concern about 
any abuse of power. They can lobby for access to information, 
including freedom of information laws, and rules and institutions 
to control corruption.

Serve as 
a training 
ground for 
future political 
leaders 

Civil society can help to identify and train new leaders who 
have dealt with important public issues and can be recruited 
to run for political office at all levels and to serve in provincial 
and national cabinets.  Experience from other countries shows 
that civil society is a particularly important arena to recruit and 
train future women leaders.

Inform the 
public 

Civil society can help to inform the public about important 
public issues.  This is not only the role of the mass media, 
but of NGOs which can provide forums for debating public 
policies and disseminating information about issues before 
parliament that affect the interests of different groups, or of 
society at large.

Monitor 
elections 

Civil society organizations have a vital role to play in monitoring 
the conduct of elections.  This requires a broad coalition that 
deploys neutral monitors to ensure that the voting and vote 
counting is free, fair, peaceful, and transparent. It is important 
for civil society groups to play this role to have credible and 
fair elections in a new democracy.

Not always 
criticise, also 
collaborate 
with the state 

Civil society is independent of the state but that does not mean 
that it must always criticize and oppose the state. In fact, by 
making the state at all levels more accountable, responsive, 
inclusive, effective, and hence more legitimate a vigorous 
civil society strengthens citizens’ respect for the state and 
promotes their positive engagement with it.

13
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Readers can find more details regarding civic space, civil society actors, conditions for free and independent 
civil society work, conducive political and public environment, supportive regulatory environment, shared 
spaces for dialogue and collaboration, etc, here:  

• A Practical Guide for Civil Society: Civil Society Space and the United Nations Human Rights System 
(https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/AboutUs/CivilSociety/CS_space_UNHRSystem_Guide.pdf)

• Addressing the Global Emergency of Shrinking Civic Space and How to Reclaim it: A Programming 
Guide by Westminster Foundation for Democracy (https://www.wfd.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/
Civic-space-v1-1.pdf)

• Guide to Reporting on Civic Space: Media Toolkit by CIVICUS (https://www.civicus.org/index.php/media-
resources/resources/toolkits/2746-guide-to-reporting-civic-space) 

14
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org/data/dataset/66cb4a80-7a4d-483d-8a14-e3cdd076cda8/resource/f52c5c19-eb7f-426b-91e5-
d0839c6ed962/download/changing_laws2010_1.pdf>
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Civil society’s engagement in the process of public policy reforms should ensure people’s 
participation and protection of their rights and accountability of state bodies. Public 
policy can be generally defined as a system of laws, regulatory measures, courses of 
action, and funding priorities concerning a given topic promulgated by a governmental 
entity or its representatives.24 Public policy affects everything we do – from getting 
married to buying a house, from getting a job, to how we inherit land. It is important 
to protect us and to lay down a set of rules which allow us, as a society, to live secure, 
free and fulfilled lives. 

Hence, civil society engagement can also be directed towards formulation and 
enactment of a new policy, law, regulatory framework, and establishment of a new 
public institution or for removal of an existing policy or law, perceived harmful for the 
protection of human rights or detrimental to social justice.  

Why  Engage 
for Public 

Policy 
Reforms  

Public policy should reflect the values of the society that created them and should 
respond to changing values within that society. For example, a society that values the 
equality of women with men, it may be necessary to have policies/laws and systems 
which protect women and men’s equal right to own land or to have an education. In 
a democracy, public policy should adhere to democratic standards and principles. 

Some of the policies, laws, regulatory frameworks, and systems may undermine the 
basic principle of respect and dignity for all people and/or unfairly give power to certain 
peoples or institutions. Hence reforms require review and revision to make them fair and 
appropriate to establish a framework which ensures respect for people’s rights. Public 
policy reforms should also aim to make the public policy discourse more democratic, 
not just relying on those with formal decision-making power.     

Why Civil 
Society 

Should Play 
a Role in 

Public Policy 
Reform? 

In addition to individuals, government, and media, civil society has an important role 
to play in this process given that: 

• Civil society, across the world, plays an important role in supporting issues of 
public concern ranging from development to poverty reduction and human rights;

• Civil society, being well connected with grassroots communities and able to inform 
the government about their needs and interests, can assist policymakers about 
everyday realities of public life;     

• Civil society can offer specialist assistance and advice to the government in 
articulating better policies/laws, regulatory frameworks, and strategies for 
institutions to operate thereby to ensure efficient public service delivery. 

24      What is public policy, Center for Civic Education, n.d. <https://www.civiced.org/project-citizen/what-is-public-policy>
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Who Makes 
the Public 

Policy?  

Public policy is governed by the three pillars of the state: executive, legislature, and 
judiciary. The power to govern has been divided between these pillars, as described in 
the image below, and aims at preventing abuse of power by any of the pillars. 

Legislature

Roles and Responsibilities

Deliberates on broader public 
policy discourse as well provides 
oversight to the executive’s policy 
decisions: policies, laws, budget 
allocations and on public policy 

delivery.  

Judiciary

Roles and Responsibilities

Interprets the Constitution and 
laws and ensures that laws 
are not in conflict with the 

Constitution. It also plays a role 
in application of laws particularly 

related to civil and criminal 
cases.  

Key Players 

1
2

3

The Executive

Roles and Responsibilities

Develop policies, propose laws, prepare 
budgets, and guide the bureaucracy to 
deliver on public policy. The executive 

also negotiates and signs international 
treaties and agreements, protects 

national security, and decides to enter 
into or participate in wars. 

How Public 
Policy is 

Made 

Processes for making constitutions, policies and laws are different. Constitution-building 
involves substantive public consultations, expert inputs, seeking public endorsement 
and securing approval from a two third majority of political players. 

A policymaking process involves identifying the needs, gathering information, and 
developing a draft policy. Next steps involve consultation with appropriate stakeholders 
and incorporation of their recommendations as well as fulfilment of procedural 
requirements to finalise the policy. Monitoring, evaluation, and periodic revision are 
essential to make a policy viable.  

Legislation covers a range of legal instruments – laws, regulations, rules – produced 
by the parliament(s). Powers to legislate in Pakistan are divided between the national 
and provincial parliaments. Stages involved in law-making are described below. 

25            Igor Vidačak, Tools and Methods of CSO Participation in Public Policy Making: Overview of Good Practices in Croatia, Estonia and France, 
TUSEV Publications, 2020 <https://siviltoplum-kamu.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Tools-and-Methods-in-CSO-Participation-in-Public-Policy-
Making-Overview-of-Good-Practices-in-Crotia-Estonia-and-France.pdf>

Case Study: Lobbying Against Unconstitutional Laws in Vanuatu 

France has several structures that ensure cooperation between the public sector and CSOs 
such as the Economic, Social and Environmental Council (Conseil Economique, Social 
et Environnemental - CESE) which is a constitutional consultative assembly enabling 
formal participation of a wide spectrum of French civil society actors in the legislative 
processes, the High Council for Associations (HCVA) which is a consultative body of 
the Prime Minister, responsible for providing expert advice on draft laws and regulations 
and other policy initiatives affecting CSOs/associations, as well as for formulating new 
policy proposals concerning the development of associations/community life, and the 
Departmental Delegates for Associations/Community Life which have been appointed at 
the level of French Departments (territorial units) – as key interlocutors of CSOs and on 
behalf of the state, they have been entrusted to support the development of community life.
Source: 25
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LEGISLATION

Government Bill

Bills then introduced in the Senate OR National / Provincial Assemblies

       All bills introduced in the house are referred to the relevant committees for review. 

Private Member Bill
Prime Minister, Minister, Minister of State 
can only introduce bills in the House, in case 
of provinces, Chief Minister and Ministers. 
Principally these bills introduced with the 
consent of cabinet and usually facilitated 

by Law Ministry/Department.

Relevant Minister introduce the bill, since 
the bill comes from government, therefore, 
treasury support to introduce the bill hence 

bill cannot be stopped or barred. 

Government OR any member of Parliament can initiate, initially named as “Bill”

Committees are bound to report back within specified time, but that period is extendable. At 
this stage members can debate on the particulars of the bill and have full powers to amend 
the bill with simple majority of sitting committee members. 

Chairperson of the Committee presents the report in the house after completion of review 
and then House adopts the report and is set to pass this bill. At this stage any members of the 
House can amend the bill with simple majority of the sitting members, usually this step is called 
clause-by-clause reading since the speaker get its passage from the house, clause by clause. 

In case of Provincial Assemblies, the bill is then sent to the Governors for accent, in case of NA 
or Senate, the bill has to be shared with another house than the one from which it originated. 
The other house can amend the bill with procedure as explained above. If the other house 
amends, then the bill needs to go back to the house from where it originated and again reviewed 
as explained above. After that, the bill is sent to the President for accent and becomes an Act 
after President’s approval.  

Any Member (MPA/MNA/Senator) either from 
government or opposition can introduce the 
bill in the respective house. Consent of the 
cabinet or support of law department not 
required. Members can seek support for 

drafting in their personal capacity.

Private Member introduce the bill, since the bill 
is introduced in the individual capacity, member 
should have support of simple majority of the 

members sitting to introduce the bill. 

02 Engaging For Public Policy Reforms
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Who to
engage

with? 

Executive
If an organisation or a CSO coalition tends to advocate for reforms in a section of public 
policy (either in government policy, plan, law, rules or procures) it requires engaging 
with the executive branch of the government. Meeting with and seeking endorsements 
of influential members of the cabinet, relevant ministers or a public servant facilitates 
pushing the reform agenda ahead.   

Bureaucracy
The bureaucracy plays a key role in law reform. It is particularly responsible for approving 
Ministerial Submissions on law reforms before they are even considered by Cabinet. In 
practice, without the bureaucracy’s support a law reform initiative is unlikely to reach 
Cabinet. CSOs should thus consider engaging with relevant government departments 
at federal/provincial levels such as human rights ministries/departments, law and 
justice departments, task forces on human rights, or ombudsperson’s office.  

26      What civil society can do to develop democracy, Standford University, 2004 < https://diamond-democracy.stanford.edu/speaking/speeches/what-civil-society-can-
do-develop-democracy>
27      Sandra Bernklau et al, Changing Laws-A Legislative Lobbying Toolkit, Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (FWRM), 2010 < https://pacificdata.org/data/dataset/66cb4a80-
7a4d-483d-8a14-e3cdd076cda8/resource/f52c5c19-eb7f-426b-91e5-d0839c6ed962/download/changing_laws2010_1.pdf>

Case Study: Lobbying Against Unconstitutional Laws in Vanuatu 

In 2005, the traditional Malvatumauri (House of Chiefs), supported by Church leaders, 
attempted to pass a new ‘custom law’, a dress code restricting the right of ni-Vanuatu 
women to wear trousers, shorts, pants or jeans. Chief Morrison Dick Makau said, 
‘We’ve made it so that girls wearing trousers when they walk along the road will 
be fined. And the punishment is that they must kill one pig’. The Vanuatu Women’s 
Centre challenged the code with a media campaign saying it was unconstitutional 
and against their right to equality. The dress code was withdrawn, but is still enforced 
intermittently and informally.

Source: 27

In a wider context, lobbying for public policy reforms should be seen by civil society 
actors as an avenue to strengthen democracy by embodying democratic principles 
and exercising democratic values of pluralism, compromise and consensus-building in 
its engagement with all stakeholders. Civil society actors can harness their strengths, 
use their knowledge, their unique position, and flexibility to bridge the gap between 
divided groups, generate informed discussion, create consensus, and propose viable 
policy options on the way to address issues of public importance.26 An approach to 
advocate or lobby with relevant stakeholders is described below.     
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Legislature
Lobbying with the legislature involves reaching out to and influencing individual 
members of the legislature, either representing the government, coalition partner or 
opposition. Developing work relations with the members of legislative assemblies 
can be helpful in navigating the issue at assembly floor. To identify and analyze the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) gaps to further legislative intervention, an 
SDG Task force established in the national and provincial assemblies could serve as 
an entry point for CSOs to engage with the legislature.  

Parliamentary Committees
Engaging with parliament’s standing/functional or select committees is crucial to 
push policy reforms, especially if a bill or an amendment is referred to the particular 
committee. The committees, also called ‘mini parliaments’ for having representation 
from opposition and governing parties, are entitled to seek inputs by the communities, 
civil society or experts while taking any decision on a particular piece of legislation.  

Political Parties
Engagement with political parties on issues related to human rights, good governance 
and social justice can be made referring to their relevant policy statements or 
commitments outlined in party manifestos.

National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs)
CSOs’ engagement with national and sub-national human rights institutions 
is important in a way that these institutions are mandated to propose policy 
reforms, in compliance with the country’s domestic and international human rights 
commitments.     

In addition to engaging with the above mentioned stakeholders, CSOs or coalitions 
can also engage with the judiciary particularly by using strategic litigation as tool to 
change the legal landscape in support of democracy, human rights, and social justice. 
Strategic litigation can also be used as an effective tactic once legislation is passed, to 
ensure that a new law is being properly implemented and applied. Given that Pakistan 
is a state party to numerous international treaties, CSOs can actively engage with UN 
human rights systems, such as Treaty bodies, to advocate for the inclusion of issues 
into the national report prepared by the Government, or consider preparing a ‘shadow 
report’, which assesses how well the government fulfils its human rights obligations 
and includes recommendations for legislative change.    
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Steps of Lobbying and Advocacy Planning28

These are the six steps which NGOs/CSOs should follow when developing their advocacy plan 
surrounding any issue.

02
Step

Defining Stakeholders Targets and Asks:

This step is to include who the stakeholders are, what their relationship is with 
the said NGO/CSO, their stance towards the issue identified in the advocacy 

campaign (supportive, opposed, unclear) and what their “asks” are meaning what 
is it that the campaign wants each target to do to help achieve the objective. 

Identifying Goal and Objectives:

Effective problem-solving begins with a sound diagnosis of the issue. 
The success of the advocacy efforts hinges upon narrowing down the 
problem and specifying what the NGO/CSO will and will not do. 

01
Step

Assessing Risk and Developing the Advocacy Strategy: 

In countries like Pakistan where the political environment is volatile, advocacy 
campaigns need to be adaptive and flexible to respond to risks. A risk mitigation matrix 
or strategy can be developed by the NGO/CSO to identify internal and external risks 
which can jeopardize or hamper the effectiveness of the campaign. 

03
Step

Selecting Advocacy Tactics: 

The tactics will determine how the strategy will be implemented to 
achieve the goals and objectives of the campaign. The tactics will 
depend on the external environment, context, risks, and opportunities. 

05
Step

Developing the Message: 

The content of the message becomes easy when the NGO/CSO has defined 
what it wants to say (goals/objective) and to whom it wants to communicate the 

message (targets). The messages can be positively framed focusing on solutions 
instead of problems to increase their effectiveness and impact.  

04
Step

Step

06

Implementing and Evaluating: 

To make advocacy successful, proper monitoring and evaluation of the campaigns 
is important. This not only includes evaluating the campaign once it has been 
concluded but also building check-in points throughout the campaign so that 

programming can timely respond to changes or developments. 

28      The sections detailing the steps of lobbying and the tactics for advocacy are based on Advocacy in Restricted Spaces, 
a Toolkit for Civil Society Organizations,  Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund, Freedom House, 2020 
<https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/2020_Lifeline_Advocacy_Toolkit_v11_10272020.pdf>
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TOOLBOX: STRATEGIES TO STRENGTHEN 
LOBBYING FOR CIVIC ACTION

Following are the key strategies which the NGO/CSO sector can adopt to improve influence 
and impact of their advocacy efforts:

1
Identifying goals 

and objective and 
narrowing down 

what to do 

2
Identifying and 

taking up a less 
sensitive issue 

3
Building the case 
by referring to the 

international or 
regional mechanisms 

4
Finding unlikely 

allies and partners 
to join the cause 

Organizations need to be vigilant about the ‘entry points’ for advocacy available 
to them and creatively engage with all levels of the decision-making process. 
For instance, if national level advocacy is not possible, they should restrict their 
efforts to local levels.

Taking up a less sensitive topic can open door for future advocacy for the 
organization. This does not mean giving up certain issues completely but framing 
them in a way that they do not directly challenge the authorities or better yet, club 
issues together or piggy-bag them with less sensitive issues so the audience 
is more receptive to them.        

NGOs/CSOs usually draft charters of demands that garner great public support 
and international endorsements if they are founded on international recognized 
principles of rights and democracy. To build clout, NGOs/CSOs can call on 
national governments to uphold their obligations. Using UN Human Rights 
Council (UNHRC), UN Treaty Bodies, or UN Special Procedures to hold national 
government accountable can be a good start. 

Building around a common goal/interest, the NGO/CSO can partner with 
individuals or groups or institutions to maximize support. A coalition may be 
more effective and safer to table certain issue-based campaigns as opposed 
to individual efforts. More details on coalition-building are mentioned in the 
next section.  

Repairing their image, the NGOs/CSOs can join hands to launch an evidence-
based campaign to counter the common misconceptions that the sector is faced 
with e.g., NGOs/CSOs are following a western non-Islamic agenda, are anti-
development, are against the familial norms of our society. A more serious effort 
may be required if the NGOs/CSOs are faced with a coordinated disinformation 
(intentional) campaign that can only happen if capacity for discourse analysis 
is built and used to develop a response strategy.    

Creative engagement recognises the importance and impact of digital technologies 
especially of social media. Most Pakistani politicians and public office holders 
are active on social media providing an opportunity to NGOs/CSOs to reach 
out to them publicly. This works because (a) the visibility builds pressure on the 
elected representative to act and (b) the ease of access removes the mental 
barrier of limited access to politicians/public office holders. Other avenues of 
engagement can involve online petitions, starting hashtags (or joining international 
movements like #metoo), microblogging etc.  

6
Harnessing the 
power of digital 

technologies

5
Dealing with 

perception blocks  
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Collaboration 
for Constructive 
Policy Reforms29  

29     What civil society can do to develop democracy, Standford University, 2004 < https://diamond-democracy.stanford.edu/speaking/
speeches/what-civil-society-can-do-develop-democracy> 
30     Advocacy in Restricted Spaces, a Toolkit for Civil Society Organizations,  Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund, Freedom House, 2020 
<https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/2020_Lifeline_Advocacy_Toolkit_v11_10272020.pdf>

Case Study: Challenging Restrictive Legislation in DRC

Since 2017, the situation for CSOs in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has 
been deteriorating with police and security services assaulting CSOs and activists 
suffering from intimidation, arbitrary arrest, and even targeted assassination. The 
government was increasingly cracking down on criticism, and in 2017, proposed 
legislation that would impose further restrictions on civil society. Due to the difficulty 
in influencing national-level politics, the CSO decided to target parliamentarians 
at the local level to gain their support to suspend the draft law. Two provincial 
platforms were created to coordinate their advocacy against the legislation which 
also included sharing insights with media and in meetings with local and provincial 
decision-makers. The police behaviour shifted positively as result of the campaign 
and there was increased public support for the CSO sector.

Source:  30

Civil society actors often have specialised skills and strategies but lack abilities to 
create consensus for constructive policy reforms. Hence, it is important for civil society 
to collaborate with key actors including political parties and governments as well as 
other stakeholders to achieve mutually shared objectives. Key steps towards creating 
a collaborative environment between stakeholders involve building trust, avoiding 
confrontation, ensuring transparency, and balancing criticism with concrete alternative 
proposals. Political parties and governments should recognise civil society’s potential 
and cooperate with them.   

03 Lobbying For Public Policy Reforms

It is pertinent that NGOs/CSOs focus on facts and are reflective of ground 
realties to gain trust of the public. Fighting mis/dis-information against NGOs/
CSOs with facts can help improve the credibility of the organizations. 

Using cultural elements can be a creative avenue to amplify the advocacy 
campaigns. These tactics can involve combining advocacy issues with sports, 
art, music, and popular culture to get more public support for the goal. This 
may be a less sensitive manner of engagement and may help with getting more 
visibility and public involvement with the issue being highlighted.

7
Focusing on facts 

and promoting 
evidence-based 

advocacy

8
Taking the help 

of the cultural 
elements
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Coalition Building 
NGO coalitions can be defined as “CSOs working on various thematic groups, assembled 
together in a coordinated way as members of an identified structured coalition formally 
or informally on the basis of a common purpose and seeing changes to government 
policies and practices or to national/international laws.”31 A coalition is “when two 
or more political groups or actors agree to pursue some common objective(s), pool 
resources ... and actively communicate during joint action.”32

Building a coalition of like-minded civil society actors should be aimed to collectively 
push the particular policy reforms. Coalitions are established to support a particular 
campaign or to promote a broader agenda of democratic and human rights reforms. 
Coalitions bring together a wider variety of expertise and diverse range of voices to 
ensure that lobbying campaigns are well informed and better able to impact the public 
policy discourse.33

How Do Coalitions Work?34

Some coalitions are formulated for the sole purpose of supporting a particular 
campaign while others may choose to lobby around certain legislations or policies 
which are relevant to their wider objectives. Coalitions can be run as long-term, 
formal organisations and may have an international, regional, or national scope. A 
regional South-Asian coalition for example would have membership from Pakistan, 
Nepal, Bangladesh etc. 

Sometimes, bringing international organizations can help with the shortage of 
resources. International organizations not only have more resources but also bring 
global expertise with them. Similarly, including government agencies or departments 
into the coalition can be a great tactic to help increase the credibility of the messaging. 
Having government representation in the coalition can be a unique way of identifying 
champions within the government who might be the spokesperson of the campaign 
and can help to bring it to the attention of the relevant ministries or parliamentarians. 

Coalitions also bring diverse voices together and are more representative than individual 
organizations. Coalitions or networks are better able to bring in people with specific 
expertise for a dedicated cause. Bringing in people/organizations from varied political 
persuasions also increases the outreach and impact of the coalition.   

The Fiji NGO Coalition on Human Rights for example, comprises 15 local and 
regional organisations committed to the promotion of human rights. The Coalition 
was launched on Human Rights Day in 1997 by the Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre.

Source: 35

31            Toolkit for National CSO Coalition Building, Asia Development Alliance, n.d.<https://ada2030.org/toolkit-for-national-cso-coalition-
building.php>
32            Jonathan A Fox, Coalitions and networks, UC Santa Cruz Working Papers, 2010 < https://escholarship.org/content/qt1x05031j/
qt1x05031j.pdf >
33            Civil Society in the Promotion and Strengthening of Democracy in the Americas: A Vision for the Future, Canadian Foundation for 
the Americas, 2006 < https://pdba.georgetown.edu/Misc/Groups/Conference_Report_English.pdf>
34            Sandra Bernklau et al, Changing Laws-A Legislative Lobbying Toolkit, Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (FWRM), 2010 < https://
pacificdata.org/data/dataset/66cb4a80-7a4d-483d-8a14-e3cdd076cda8/resource/f52c5c19-eb7f-426b-91e5-d0839c6ed962/download/
changing_laws2010_1.pdf> 
35            Sandra Bernklau et al, Changing Laws-A Legislative Lobbying Toolkit, Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (FWRM), 2010 < https://
pacificdata.org/data/dataset/66cb4a80-7a4d-483d-8a14-e3cdd076cda8/resource/f52c5c19-eb7f-426b-91e5-d0839c6ed962/download/
changing_laws2010_1.pdf>
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How to Make Coalitions Effective? 
The advantages of coalitions can turn into limitations if they are not managed properly. 
Thus, when bringing in people to build a coalition, the following questions should be 
considered:

• Which groups or individuals will lead the campaign?

• How will decisions be made and who will be involved in the decision-making 
process?

• How can disagreements be identified and dealt with? What role will each group 
in the coalition play? Who will be responsible for doing what?

• How much reporting back is needed within the group? What process will be used 
to share information?

• How much time and money can the coalition raise – from its members and/or 
from others? How will it be managed?

• What mechanisms can be used to keep the campaign flexible and focused?

• Who are going to be main stakeholders? And what is going to be the engagement 
strategy to reach out to the identified stakeholder?

Make a Coalition Work

• Partners need to state clearly what they have in 
common and where they are different

• Allow the structure and style of the coalition to 
evolve and not to be set in stone

• Partners should be diverse but committed to the 
goals and strategies of the campaign

• Build on manageable short term goals and 
objectives which may lead to other more 
encompassing objectives

• Keep in touch with other organizations with 
similar goals who may wish to work  outside 
the coalition structure

• Use a small dedicated group of leaders who 
focus on the cause rather than their own 
organization or self promotion

• Maintain strong ties between the coalition group 
and major collaborating organizations

• Share an equal responsibility for a set of clearly 
defined tasks. Expect reports on these and 
quickly deal with the situation if the tasks are 
not implemented.

• Create safe spaces to discuss issues and take 
time to resolve internal conflicts.

36     Ibid 

Source:  36
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It is pertinent to be clear about who will be responsible for managing which campaigns 
and within which timeframe. It may be useful to have a lead organizations steer the 
actions of the coalition. Additional considerations include: 

a)  Managing Conflicts 

The benefits of the coalition may turn into shortcomings if conflicts are not handled 
with care. People or organizations joining the coalition might have competing interests 
or values which need to be smoothened out for better functionality. Having concrete 
feedback loops that promote constructive dialogue and a problem-solving approach 
can help mitigate the conflicts as soon as they arise.

b)  Identifying Key Players

The coalition should have an agreement about their lobby targets and their engagement 
plan. It is useful to have a different strategy for lobbying different arms of the 
government. Lobbying with the judiciary is particularly challenging so the coalition 
should consider restricting their efforts to the executive and the legislature. 

Case Study: Reforms championed by CSO coalition

During the 2010 presidential election, a coalition of civil society organizations (CSOs), 
Plataforma por um novo Marco Regulatório das Organizações da Sociedade Civil, 
asked presidential candidates to prioritize the development of a new legal framework 
for CSOs in Brazil. Throughout President Dilma Rousseff’s administration, the 
General-Secretariat of the Presidency prioritized this agenda and created a team to 
facilitate political dialogue. Indeed, between 2011 and 2016, a series of dialogues 
took place, resulting in legal reform to strengthen the role of civil society in Brazil. 
As a result of the coalition’s efforts, the National Congress enacted and President 
Dilma Rousseff approved a new law regulating the partnership between CSOs and 
public authorities, Law 13.019/2014, in July 2014. 

Similarly, in March 2021, more than 70 Brazilian civil society organizations (CSOs) 
launched a global alert about the situation of human rights in Brazil during the 46th 
session of the UN Human Rights Council and released a joint statement highlighting 
the deteriorating state of human rights in the country. 

Source: 37

37     International Center for Non-Profit Alliance, 2021 <https://www.icnl.org/resources/civic-freedom-monitor/brazil>
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Additional 
Considerations

Self-Regulations for Civil Society 
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38        Dorothée Guénéheux, Alison Bottomley, Accountability for Civil Society by Civil Society: A Guide to Self-Regulation Initiatives, Civicus, 
2014 <https://civicus.org/images/stories/CIVICUS%20Self-regulation%20Guide%20Eng%202014.pdf>

Readers can find details on methods, tools and strategies for civil society to engage with public policy 
reforms process, advocacy in restricted spaces, legislative lobbying including doing research, establishing 
and operationalizing civil society coalitions, etc: 

• Advocacy in Restricted Spaces: A Toolkit for Civic Society Organisations, produced by Lifeline Embattled 
CSO Assistance Fund, a consortium led by Freedom House (https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/
files/2020-06/FINAL_COMPLETE_Lifeline_Toolkit_for_CSO_Advocacy_in_Restrictive%20Spaces_
June_2020.pdf)

• Changing Laws: A Legislative Lobbying Toolkit for Understanding Law-Making, Parliamentary Procedures 
and Advocacy for Legislative Change, produced by Fiji Women’s Rights Movement (http://www.fwrm.
org.fj/images/fwrm2017/publications/Archive_docs/changing-laws.pdf) 

• Citizenship and Civil Society as Key Elements for Democratic Strengthening: A New Approach to Regional 
Cooperation Between the European Union and Latin America, by International IDEA (https://www.idea.
int/sites/default/files/publications/chapters/the-role-of-the-european-union-in-democracy-building/
eu-democracy-building-discussion-paper-3.pdf)

Source:  38

28
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Readers can find detailed information on civil society’s self-regulations, accountability, sustainability 

• Accountability for Civil Society by Civil Society: A Gude to Self Regulations, by CIVICUS(https://www.
civicus.org/images/stories/CIVICUS%20Self-regulation%20Guide%20Eng%202014.pdf)

To increase their credibility, NGOs/CSOs are increasingly called upon to improve their 
functionality. In this regard and moving towards self-regulation, a three-part concept of 
legitimacy, transparency and accountability has emerged (shown in the corresponding 
image). Legitimacy of a CSO is defined as its actions being seen as “justifiable and 
appropriate”39 by other stakeholders. Transparency refers to the “level of openness 
and the disclosure and dissemination of information concerning a CSO’s values, 
processes and procedures.”40 And accountability means “the CSO’s willingness and 
its ability to answer and take responsibility for its actions, activities and messages.” 41 . 

The four levels of accountability are defined, based on “the different stakeholders to 
whom a CSO must be accountable: upward to donors and regulators, downward to 
beneficiaries, outward to peers, members and partners and inward accountability to 
staff, board and volunteers.”42 Self-regulation is a continuous and on-going process 
that the NGOs/CSOs engage in to not only gain the trust of the stakeholders but also 
to boost their own efforts to achieve their identified goals and objectives. 43

Sensitive Programming 
Several CSOs/NGOs have realized the importance and need for sensitive programming 
to avoid conflict with positive cultural values, social norms, and state laws. This approach 
has particularly helped in improving the effectiveness of programs for gender justice, 
ending honour crimes and gender violence, dealing with issues of child labour and 
importantly discussing human rights issues in a broader context. This approach needs 
to be further capitalized to broaden the space for dialogue and policy discourse both 
at public and governmental level. CSOs should consider adopting this approach to 
make inroads in society and political governments to adopt a human rights agenda 
and guarantee an enabling environment for civic actions. 

39     David L. Brown, Jagadananda, Civil Society Legitimacy and Accountability: Issues and Challenges, Scoping Paper, Hauser Center 
and CIVICUS, 2007 < https://cpl.hks.harvard.edu/files/cpl/files/workingpaper_32.pdf?m=1440177896 >
40     Kumi Naidoo, The End of Blind Faith? Civil Society and the Challenge of Accountability, Legitimacy and Transparency, 
Accountability Forum, 2004 <http://www.lasociedadcivil.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/the_end_of_blind_faith.pdf> and 
Turning Principles into Practice – A guide to Legitimacy, Transparency and Accountability, CIVICUS, 2010 < https://www.civicus.org/
index.php/es/centro-de-medios/recursos/manuales/3763-turning-principles-into-practice-a-guide-to-legitimacy-transparency-and-
accountability-lta>
41     Ibid
42     Dorothée Guénéheux, Alison Bottomley, Accountability for Civil Society by Civil Society: A Guide to Self-Regulation Initiatives, 
Civicus, 2014 <https://civicus.org/images/stories/CIVICUS%20Self-regulation%20Guide%20Eng%202014.pdf> 
43     Ibid
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Addressing the Distrust Towards Civil Society
In some instances, the relationship between civil society and parliaments and 
governments is antagonistic. Parliamentarians and government officials may see 
civil society as potential competitors, or as self-interested actors motivated primarily 
by a desire to access foreign funding. In some countries there are also legitimate 
questions about the representativeness of civil society, which is often dominated by 
more highly educated professionals and based primarily in urban areas.

In that case, civil society may need to work to shift the attitudes of parliamentarians 
and government officials towards civil society. In seeking to build better relationships 
between them, civil society actors could, apart from advocacy initiatives, provide expert 
support, and, at least in a proportion of their interventions, support the strengthening 
of parliamentary systems and government structures to improve public policy delivery.    

Civil society actors’ frequent engagement and dialogue with parliamentary systems 
and government bodies can bridge gaps between government and society and efforts 
should be made to develop a tri-partite mechanism between civil society, parliaments, 
and government bodies around the agenda of democratic and human rights reforms.    

This publication has been produced by Democracy Reporting International (DRI) under 
the Strengthening Media Freedom and Civic Space in Pakistan project funded by UKaid 
from the UK government; however, the views expressed do not necessarily reflect the UK 
government’s official policies.






